Mission
Mobilize the Madison community to continuously improve, promote and support Madison Public Library.

Vision
Equip Madison Public Library with robust resources to deliver outstanding services, facilities and programs that meet the Madison community’s needs.
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CORE VALUES
Community
Engage the community as stakeholders for the library system
Integrity
Demonstrate transparency in how gifts are used to support the library
Advocacy
Champion what is best for the library and the community
Leadership
Act as visionaries in advancing the library

STRATEGIC GOALS
Fundraising
The foundation provides stable, consistent support to the library for ongoing and new initiatives.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
The foundation is a socially just and antiracist institution, and diversity, equity and inclusion is considered in foundation decision-making.

PR and Communication
Community members know that the foundation funds and advocates for Madison Public Library.

Programming and Vital Services
The foundation provides innovative programming for donors and supports expanded library services.
Mission
Madison Public Library provides free and equitable access to cultural and educational experiences. We celebrate ideas, promote creativity, connect people and enrich lives.

Vision
Madison Public Library: your place to learn, share and create.

STRATEGIC LENS

Literacy is the ability to interpret and understand. It is our purpose.

Engagement encompasses how we connect to the community and build relationships. It is how we do business.

Community includes all of Madison. It is who we serve.

Equity refers to the measures we take to help the people in our community realize their full potential. It is how we serve.

Accountability means we take responsibility for our actions and produce results. It is our promise.

OUR CORE VALUES
• Learning in all forms
• Diverse perspectives
• Intellectual freedom
• Customer experience
• Collaboration
• Innovation
• Making a difference
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**Foundation 2021 Financials**

- **Investment income**: $2,397
- **Investment income held at Madison Community Foundation**: $1,349,301
- **Foundation revenues total**: $2,883,044
- **Contributions**: $1,312,594
- **Special events**: $196,506
- **Other income**: $22,246

**Foundation Revenues Total**

- Donor-restricted gifts: $555,537
- Grants & library programming: $759,909
- Bequests: $166,276
- Fundraising events proceeds: $196,506
- Loyal Friends giving 5+ years: 543
- Endowment balance: $8,736,705
- Wisconsin Book Festival: $236,562
- Administration: $176,936
- Fundraising: $323,693

*Investment income earned from assets held at Madison Community Foundation increases endowment funds, which annually support library and foundation staff, collections, facilities and program services.*
Materials checked out: 1,458,937
Items added to the collection: 79,008
Computer uses: 63,771
Curbside appointments: 105,507
Library visits: 539,254
Book Festival author programs: 64
Dream Bus visits: 3,922
Library cards issued: 10,898
Youth engaged in Making Justice workshops: 430
Artists engaged through the Bubbler: 55
OverDrive checkouts: 593,262

**Library 2021 Financials**

- Library fees: $28,057
- City of Madison library appropriation: $18,849,564
- Grants: $554,448
- LINK contractual services: $404,255
- Dane County Library System contractual services: $1,277,496
- South Central Library System contractual services: $318,627
- Other: $172,454
- Endowment: $15,000
- Library revenues total: $21,619,901
- LINKcat online computer operations: $621,611
- Debt retirement: $2,885,756
- Supplies: $369,504
- Purchased services, miscellaneous: $573,860
- Library expenses total: $21,823,521
- Salaries & benefits: $13,258,744
- Library books, media & databases: $1,127,038
- Facilities: $1,187,796
- Dane County Library System contractual services: $1,799,213
- Other: $1,277,496
- Debt retirement: $2,885,756
- Supplies: $369,504
- Purchased services, miscellaneous: $573,860
- Library expenses total: $21,823,521
- Salaries & benefits: $13,258,744
- Library books, media & databases: $1,127,038
- Facilities: $1,187,796
- Dane County Library System contractual services: $1,799,213
ANNUAL FUND GRANTS

Technology
The library purchased self-checkout machines, computers, printers and staff headsets for virtual meetings.

Collection
Adult graphic novels, large-print books, audio-enabled picture books and Equity Collection materials were just some of the items that the library added to its collection.

BIPOC Affinity Group Celebration
The library’s BIPOC Affinity Group marked its one-year anniversary with a foundation-funded party. The group provides allyship, celebrates culture and ideas, and enriches the lives of library staff of color through networking, professional development, meaningful conversations and community service.

Native American Storyteller-in-Residence
Storyteller-in-Residence Andi Cloud of the Ho-Chunk Nation hosted numerous fall and winter events — including a harvest walk, basket weaving, Rock Your Mocs Day and a drum circle — at the libraries and beyond for Madisonians of all ages.

Professional Development
Library staff learned about trauma-informed care within the library setting, being a community co-conspirator (through Urban Triage) and digital literacy. Forty-four staff were trained in suicide-prevention strategies, and 13 staff attended the YWCA’s Racial Justice Summit.
Dream Bus
The Dream Bus continued to be vital, especially while libraries were still closed. It visited numerous underserved city neighborhoods, delivering books, movies, music and Wi-Fi to residents who may not be able to reach the libraries due to transportation barriers.

Bubbler
The library’s arts and maker program engaged 55 artists, presented gallery exhibits, created maker kits for hands-on learning and hosted the Pinney Studio Artist-in-Residence, Maria Amalia Wood.

Parents as First Teachers
Youth Services librarians assembled early literacy learner kits and offered training to partner organizations to help educate new parents about the role they play as their child’s first teacher.

Making Justice
Library staff and artists worked with court-involved youth on a variety of art projects, and led workshops for them. Program participants helped complete the Waves of Change and I Belong murals outside the Shelter Home building.
Author Programs
The festival offered a mix of virtual and in-person programs. Guests took home free books at select events, thanks to a gift from the Cheryl Rosen Weston Estate. Highlights included programs with Emily St. John Mandel, Heather McGhee, Dantiel Moniz, Andrew Graff, Nickolas Butler, Elizabeth Warren, Kevin Kwan, Nick Petrie, Celeste Headlee and Carol Anderson.

We Read Youth Voices Writers’ Contest
The library, foundation and Wisconsin Book Festival teamed up to host the inaugural We Read Youth Voices Writers’ Contest. More than 40 youth submitted stories, with several winners. A Youth Voices Anthology featuring 19 stories from kids ages 6-17 in Madison is available for checkout at any of the library locations or online at madpl.org/youthvoicesanthology.
**BCycle Community Pass & Art Bike Programs**

The library and foundation partnered with BCycle to offer free passes for patrons to access e-bikes, and a We Read-themed bike designed by former Bubbler artist Emily Balsley was part of BCycle’s Art Bike series.

**We Read/ Nosotros Leemos**

The library’s community-wide, year-round celebration of reading included outreach programming, tote bags, crafts, free books and storytimes for all ages.

**Reopening of Libraries**

Patrons were overjoyed when all nine libraries opened their doors in May after COVID-19 forced their closure for more than a year.

**Endowments**

Libraries used their endowment funds for new furniture, a Seed Library display, self-checkout machines and collection materials.
**Lunch for Libraries**

Longtime former *Miami Herald* columnist and comic thriller writer Carl Hiaasen delighted the audience at the foundation’s virtual fundraiser on May 25. Many guests chose to watch the live-streamed event in a group in their backyards or homes.

**Educational Series Presentations**

The foundation facilitated four virtual workshops on donor-suggested topics, with more than 400 people attending the gerrymandering event and more than 300 logging on to learn about cybersecurity.

**Ex Libris: New Recipe**

Nearly 400 guests joined the foundation for its 11th fall fundraiser, which featured a diverse lineup of food and beverage vendors, and “Pagode” music by Grupo Balanca.
Madison Public Library Foundation is so thankful for the support received in 2021. From cash gifts to our annual fund and special efforts like the Dream Bus to volunteering at our fundraisers or the Wisconsin Book Festival, this long list signifies our community’s passion for literacy, lifelong learning and equity. Thank you!
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$1,000+
Anonymous (12)
American Girl Fund for Children
Michael & Rima Apple
AprilAire
Richard Arnesen
Allen Arntsen & Elizabeth Erickson
Ascendium Education Group, Inc.
Associated Bank
Jill Ball
The Bass Family
Linda Ciofu Baumann
Bonnie Beavan & David Bluemke
Bonnie Benson
Maurice & Sybil Better
William & Laura Bird
Diane Bless
Dorothy Blotz
Judy Bluel
BMO Harris Bank
Boardman & Clark LLP
Mary P. Burke
Capital Times Kids Fund
Capitol Bank
Douglas & Sherry Caves
Rick Chandler & Heidi Pankoke
Lau & Bea Christensen
Judith & Arlen Christenson
Nancy Ciezki & Diane Kostecke
Mark & Janice Cis
Andrew Clarkowski & Tana Elias
Heather Clefish & Nate Zolik
Sheila & Kevin Conroy
Frank & Mary Ann Cook
Tim & Martha Coughlin
Ted & Barbara Crab
CUNA Mutual Group Foundation
Jerry Curnutt
Nora Cusack & Brent Nicastro
Roméo Dais
Dane County Cultural Affairs Commission
Tom DeChant & Paul Gibler
DEMCO Inc.
Marjorie Devereaux & David Hall
Christopher Dolan & Eileen Hannigan
William & Kim Donovan
Jane Doughty & David Wood
William & Alexandra Dove
Lindsey Duca
Eric & Joann Eisenhart
Epic
Jim & Kathy Esser
Janet Etner
Exact Sciences
Wendy Fearnside & Bruce Meier
First Business Bank
Alan Fish & Susan Goodwin
Forest Foundation, Inc.
Albert Friedman & Susan Tikalsky
Friends of the UW-Madison Libraries
Leslie Frisinger
Marc & Eve Galanter
Mark & Erica Gehrig
Chris Geisler
Elizabeth Gerds & Mark Graham
Thomas Gilbert
Godfrey & Kain, S.C.
Noel & Beth Goeddel
Dick Goldberg & Lisa Munro
Irene Gomelowski
Great Dane Pub & Brewing Co.
Green Bay Packers Foundation
Frank & Catherine Greer
Gay & Mark Gross
Joe & Jessica Hankey
Jennifer & John Hannon
Cindi Henige
Renee Herber
Duncan Highsmith & Ana Araujo
Kathleen Hornemann
Penny Hubbard
Jay Huemer
Christopher & Mary Hughes
Isthmus Partners
Anne Iwata
J.H. Findorff & Son Inc.
Christopher & Terri Jaye
Kathleen Jeffords
Jennifer Jefress
John J. Frautschi Family Foundation
Nicholas Kanning
Erica & Ralph Kauten
Jesse Kayser & Nevin Olson
Edward Kolner
Ellen Lee
Nancy Leff
Margaret Lemon
Stu Levitan
Marvin J. Levy
Irving & Dorothy Levy Family Foundation Inc.
Caroline & Jim Liedtke
Anne Lucek
Madison Arts Commission
Madison Community Foundation
Madison Gas & Electric Foundation, Inc.
John Mahowald
Barbara Marwell
Roderick Matthews & Marie Sieker
Kathy & Robert McGrath
John & Linda Merrill
Michael Best
Susannah Michaels
Don & Ann Michalski
National Endowment for the Arts
New Year Investments
Old National Bank
Ismael & Stacy Ozanne
Park Bank
Park Capital Management, LLC
Gretchen Patey
Pleasant T. Rowland Foundation
Pam Ploetz
Philip & Rhonda Plourd
Beulah Poulter & Charles Knipp
Carol Prochaska
Mary Pulliam
QTI Group
Deepika Rajesh & Rajesh Rajaraman
Jon & Julie Reneau
Reynolds Transfer & Storage
Claire Rider
Lorraine & Gary Roberts
Roots & Wings Foundation
Ruebush Development & Construction, Inc.
Tanya Salmon
Leah Sandholm
Orange & Dean Schroeder
Scooter Software
Selinger & Brunette
Brent Sieling & Megan Schlesman
Marc Silberman
Miriam Simmons
Dawn & William Smith
Guy & Eileen Somers
Stafford Rosenbaum LLP
Sandy Stark
Steve Stricker American Family Insurance Foundation
Stone House Development
Strand Associates, Inc.
Mary & Rob Stroud
Summit Credit Union
SVA Certified Public Accountants, S.C.
TASC
George & Catherine Tesar
The Commonwealth Companies
The Evjue Foundation, Inc.,
charitable arm of
The Capital Times
The Prestigiacoamo Carroll Group, Baird
Elizabeth Tonkin
Topitzes Family Foundation
Anne Traynor
University Research Park Inc.
University of Wisconsin Center for East Asian Studies
John Voegeli & Jean Roberts
von Briesen & Roper, s.c.
Ron & Dorothy Daggett Endowment Fund – Madison Community Foundation
Jonathan Wertz
Jerry & Enid Weygandt
William F. White
Barbara Widder-Lowry & Paul Lowry
William E. & Edna B. Walker Fund for the Elderly
Gene & Christina Williams
Williamson Center, LLC
Wipfli LLP
Wisconsin Humanities Council
Mary Jane Wiseman
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Woodman’s Food Markets
John Wyman

James & Jessica Yehle
YMCA of Dane County
Matthew & Susie Younkle
Zendesk
Janet Zimmerman

$250–$999
Anonymous (26)

Carol Adams
Patrick & Katherine Ahern
Elisabeth Angelas
Garrett Anstreicher
Anthology
Anne Arnesen
Barbara Arnold
Ann & Roger Avery
Balisie & Roberson
Charles & Elizabeth Barnhill
Nancy Marshall Bauer
Mary Pat Bauhs
Sue & Ellis Bauman
Diane Beal
Andrea Becerra
Dave & Terri Beck-Engel
James & Kate Becker
William Bedker & Jennifer Wnuk
Marie Berman
Anne Bilder & Johan den Boon
Chelsea Bingiel
Harvey Black
Martha Blalock & Alger Doane
Walter & Sandra Borowski
Joyce Borthwick
Linda Brazill & Mark Golbach
Kari Breunig
Suzanne Brockman-Zeigler
Karl & Aimee Broman
Kirk Brown & Lori DiPrete
Lucy Brown
Ryan Browne & Brittany Travers
Calvin Bruce & Catherine Caro-Bruce
Cenon & Amy Buenacamo
Barbara Buenger
Charles & Joanne Bunger
Walter Burt
Robert & Pamela Camfield
Jeremy Cesarec & Tova Sacks
Robin Chapman
Justine Coburn
Barbara & Theodore Cochrane
Ken & Carol Connor
Robert Conway
Jennifer Corbett
Anne & Patrick Cory
Tracy Cotter
Ann Crabb
Chie Craig
Judith Craig
JP Croke & Shira Phelps
Gail Cyrkiel & Stephanie Greene
Seth Dailey
James & Nancy Dast
Phyllis Davis
Pablo DeFilippi
Loren Denlinger & Charlene Drumm
Mary Detra
Paula Devroy-Everard & Gerald Everard
Carla & Michael Di Iorio
Carol Doran
Jessica & James Doyle
Carla Draper
Cynthia Drury
Fred & Ivy Edelman
James Eggler & Barbara Rex
Jane Eisner
Thomas & Joyce Ellenbecker
Laurie Elwell & Rick Niess
Vikki & Timothy Enright
Jody Epstein
Nancy & Don Faith
First American Title-NC
Judith Fisher & Mark Allen
Mary Ann Fix
Jim & Evey Fleming
Travis Fore
Meredith Foss
Lynn Freeman
Friends of Meadowridge Branch
Friends of Pinney Library
Friends of Sequoya Library
Friends of the Goodman South Madison Branch Library
Richard & Judy Fritz
Mariana Fuchs
Clare Gadient
Mary Gallagher
Russell & Suzanne Gardner
Mary Garrett
Thomas Giessler
David & Catherine Gillman
Kurt Goetzka
Miriam Goldberg
James Goodman
Mary Grace
Charles & Joyce Grapentine
John & Kristine Grigas
Sarah Grimes
Thomas & Jeanne Grist
Barry Guinn
Becky Hagen
Libby Hallanger-Bernstein
Richard Halperton
Jane Hamblen & Robert Lemanske
Robert & Jeanne Hamers
Rachel Hanson
Kathleen Heimann
Lynn & Bobette Heller
Lisa Hempstead
Mary Hendricks
Liz Henry
Margaret & Thomas Henzler
Gil & Rachel Hillman
Himal Chuli
Ho-Chunk Gaming
Randy & Becky Hoffman
Grace Homb
Helen Horn & Ralph Petersen
Nathan Houdek & Sarah Barry
Kirsten Houghton
Andrea Hughes
Isthmus Eye Care
James & Mary Beth Jansen
Robert & Louise Jeanne Mark Johnson & Elizabeth Feder
Roberta Johnson
Johnson Bank
Jeff & Cindy Jones
Rita Kades
Pamela Kahler
Barbara Karlen
Roberta Lynn Keller
Mary Beth Keppel & Michael Kepler
Susan Ketchum
Judy Kimball
Maureen Kind
Susan Kirkbride
Benjamin & Shannon Kleiber
Tom & Rosemary Kleinheinz
Donald Kliese & Nancy Gettys
Kenneth & Magda Kmiecik
Karen Knetter
Robert Koehler
Laura Komai
Freeman Kopish
Margaret Krezek
Kent & Mary Lynn Kretchmar
James Krikelas
Jim & Polly Kuebels
Karl & Lisa Kurth
Thomas Kurzt
M. Anne Lambert
Howard & Judith Landsman
Ellen Langreh
Fred Lee & Marjorie DiMaggio
Joan & Richard Leffler
Roma Lenahan
Jane Lewis & Paul Nelson
Rita Lloyd
Elisebud Lund & James Dahlgren
Stewart Macaulay
Eileen & Mary Maher
Jill Maidenberg & Richard Thal
Edward Malin
Patricia Marshall
Nancy Martin
Mary Knapp & James Klein Passthrough Fund - Madison Community Foundation
Carl Mauer & Kari Davis
Hal & Christy Mayer
Peter & Mary McCanna
Brent & Deborah McCown
Alfred McCoy
Paul & Jane McGann
Nancy A. McGill
Patricia McQuidd
Lori McReynolds
Ray Mendez & Leslie Winston
Ronald Mensink
Don & Mary Metz
Lisa Miller
Monona Plumbing & Fire Protection, Inc.
Monroe Street Library League
John & Betty Moore
Scott & Debbie Moore
Anne Morin
Sue Mueller
Laura Murray
Leigh & Tharan Myers
Thomas Nash & Corinna Gries
Gail Nordheim
Evan Norris
Leonard Nosal & Gretchen Macht
Numbers 4 Nonprofits
Aaron Olver
Gregory Paradise
Laura Peck & Gregory Anderson
Diane Peltin
Anna Peterson
Jillana Peterson
Tad & Hannah Pinkerton
Julie Ann Plotkin
Adam Plotkin & Jaime Healy-Plotkin
Robert & Kathleen Poi
Kevin Ponto
Jeffrey & Annie Potter
Martin & Lynn Preizler
Edward & Corrine Prendergast
Meg Prestigiacomo
Geoffrey & Christine Priest
Anji Play outreach programming

TRIBUTES

We appreciate your gifts in honor or in memory of a friend or loved one.

Cynthia Nolen in honor of Paul Abramson
Patty & Nick George in memory of Kris Adams
Gordie & Betty Amick in memory of George & Helen Amick
Barbara Arnold in memory of Fred Arnold
Joseph Stoll in memory of Hubert C. Ashman
Jennie Ballweg in memory of Charleen Ballweg
Kristen Bernard & Rick Ezell in memory of MaryLou Del Balso
Patricia M. Wilker in honor of Wilker & Turner Bayer
Samantha & Bruce Crownover in honor of Linda Becker
Lo Nelson in honor of BJ Edward & Susan Brinson in honor of Mildred Blomquist
Kari-Ellen Cole in memory of Beverly Bluel
Bonnie Bobb in memory of Donald Bobb
Steve Books in memory of Lauren Books
Joyce Borthwick in memory of Jacklyn Borthwick
Whisenant Family in memory of Louise C. Boughton
In memory of Lorraine Boumeester: Kathy Davis
Lori Hornung
Linda Minor
Michael Fagan in memory of Vicki Brown
Joan Schmit in memory of Becky Buckman
Anonymous in memory of Jeanne Burger
Catherine DuPont in memory of Mary M. Burton

Thomas Burton & Tracy Ashfield in memory of Margaret Burton
Cheryl Daniels & Michael Rosenberg in memory of James W. Cain
John Carrier in memory of Karen Carrier
Mary Bumann in memory of James D. Carson
Paul & Susan Greblo in memory of Jack Chosy
Anonymous in memory of Eyleen Chou
Sandra Drew in memory of Mary Alice Coan
Mary P. Collet in memory of Richard Collet
In memory of Lynda Collins: Anonymous
Kristin Clauson
Tom Collins
Susan Francis
Charles & Janet Gietzel
Katherine Lauer
Richard Lindgren
James Mayhew
MHS Staff Sunshine Club
Jeannine Nordlund
Mary Ellen Schlough
School District of the Menomonie Area
James H. Conway & Katherine Trace in memory of James A. Conway
Miles & Amy Epstein in honor of Judith Daviddoff
Nancy Williams in memory of Theodora Davis
Anonymous in honor of Deb & Dave
Lucy DeChene in memory of Domenica DeChene
Leanne Furman in honor of Hertha Dederich
Patricia Deffner-Valley in honor of Janet Deffner
Patricia Kokotallo & R. Lawrence DeRoo in honor of Norma Denbrook
Paul Saeman & Mary Wallace in honor of Melree Donohue
Marilyn Kay in memory of Ivy Dreizin
Shirley M. Dumas in honor of Matthew & Bobbi Dumas
Joyce Eberhart in memory of Wilbur L. Eberhart
Deanna & Jim Moris in honor of Tana P. Elias
Sharon Harrison in honor of Mary Erikson
Norma Busser in honor of Mary Fahndrich
Mary Farmilo in honor of Doris N. Farmilo
John Fedele in memory of Lavina Fedele
Public Library Association in honor of Cindy Fesemyer
James & Carol Holmquist in memory of Aunt Florence
Marilyn Somers in honor of Ariel Y. Ford
Donna M. Ulteig in honor of Signe Frank
Kathleen King in honor of Nancy Fredericks
Richard Rathmann in memory of Lisa A. Gabrielson
Anonymous in honor of Eve J. Galanter
Thomas Gatze in memory of Linda Gatze
Frances Toon in memory of Stella Gomall
Susan Cramer in memory of Ruth & John Gothner
Anthony Greig in honor of Lu Greig
Patricia DiBiase in memory of Thomas L. Grinde
Amie Goldman & David Gunderson in honor of Lucie Gunderson
Martha Popp & Alix Olson in honor of Leo Hain
Marilyn T. Klement in memory of Eleanor M. Hall
John Clarke in honor of Norma Hanson
Suzanne Coutre in memory of Ann S. Hanson
Mike Roszkowski in memory of Sheila Harrington
Mary Gordon in memory of Standish Henning
Annie Levihn & William Karls in memory of Delores Henry
In honor of Fannie F. Hicklin:
Ray & Mary Evert
Ariel Ford
Ja-Ja Howe in honor of James Van Hierden
Elizabeth Hodge in memory of Robert C. Hodge
Susan Hollingsworth in honor of Betty Hollingsworth
Randall Holveck in memory of Jane Holveck
Thomas Howe in memory of Sue Howe
Evelyn Howell in memory of Jean Howell
Anonymous in honor of Kimby S. Hughes
Anonymous in memory of Judy Japlon
Lisa Grueneberg in honor of John Johanneson
Mary Jones in memory of Omer R. & Rita M. Jones
Caitlin Sellnow in honor of Josie Ja-Ja Howe in honor of Lauren & Kaylee Kaap
Nancy Kaiser in honor of Jim Kaiser
Tim Carlisle in honor of Barbara J. Karlen
Norma Busser in honor of Nancy L. Keiser
Lester Ludwig in memory of Paula Keller
Anonymous in memory of Eric Kietzke
Tim & Sharon Thousand in memory of Diane Kinney
Fran Kittell in memory of Mark Kittell
Wendy Weber in memory of Tammy Klaproth
Anonymous in honor of Ed & Judy Klehr
Lucinda Bryant in honor of Santo Lascari
Mary Grace in honor of Elaine Lasecki
Conrad Laska & Nancy Emmel in memory of Shirley Laska
Patty Carr in honor of Mary Lasley
Molly Schuman in honor of Margot Layde
Marie Berman in memory of Jeff Lea
Kate Steele in memory of Rosemary Lee
Margaret Lemon in memory of Wallace & Dorothy Lemon
Stu Levitan in memory of David Levitan
Jane Lewis & Paul Nelson in memory of Dawn Lewis
Cynthia Ofstun in honor of Library & Foundation Staff
Leon Lindberg in memory of Beatrice Lindberg
Jan Greenberg in memory of Richard Lister
Char Lodl in honor of Tom Lodl
Sarina Schrager & Ken Loving in honor of Mary & Doug Loving
In honor of the Madison Public Library Homebound Program:
Brenda Arnowitz
Helen Claffin
Nancy Dean
Liane Hevey
William & Lynn Molis
Sandra Person & Ronald Baeseman
Robert Stellick
Helen Stone
Joanne Kane in honor of Jill Maidenberg
Russell & Louise Bartlett in memory of Shirley Marks
Patricia Marshall in memory of James G. Marshall
Pamela Martin in memory of Joe Martin
Kenneth Maxwell in memory of Mary Maxwell
James Mayhew in memory of Mary Ann Mayhew
Maya Canavan in honor of Patricia Melka
Michael D. Meton in memory of Harvey Meton
Rory Meyer in memory of Mabel J. Meyer
Russell & Louise Bartlett in honor of Judy Meyer
Levi & Janet Wood in honor of Kathleen Miner
Sharon E. Carlson in memory of Jim Mintz
Rolf Mjaanes in memory of Bruce Mjaanes
Patricia Morris in memory of Jeffery Morris
Merilyn Kuperberg in memory of Tom Muench
Anonymous in honor of my dad, the librarian
Deepika Rajesh & Rajesh Rajaraman in memory of Dr. Kamala Narayan
Katie Nash in memory of Skip Nash
Susan J. Stuckitucki in memory of Calvin Noggle
Molly O’Connell in memory of Todd O’Connell
Nicholas Ofstun in honor of Cynthia Ofstun
In memory of Judith P. Olson:
Christine Schey
Susan Morrissey
Susan J. Zahner in honor of John Olson
Anonymous in honor of Anne M. Olup
Nancy Keiser in memory of Mary Jo Panko
Michael McMahon in honor of Mary Pauli
Patrick & Katherine Ahern in memory of Adele Pavis
Family of Heather Kohl in memory of Sherrie Peetz
Kimby Hughes in honor of Elijah & Penelope
Paul & Margaret Kaufman in memory of Sharon Kay Penman
John Moser in memory of Mary N. Podell
Carol Prochaska in memory of Michael Prochaska – checking spelling with Carol
Ted & Kathy Balcom in honor of Elizabeth Proctor
Barbara Anderson in memory of Karen C. Ragatz
Stewart Macaulay in memory of John Ramsey
Marilyn H. Cohn in memory of Bob Rashid
Patricia Lucas in memory of Nancy Reynolds
In memory of Geraldine A. Schlecht:
Arlene Brachman
Todd Brachman
Susan Friedman-Hill
Meryl Gardner
John & Mary Grimm
Steven Jorgensen
Steve King
Rebecca Liebman
Barbara & Glenn Mason
Jane & Casey McGann
Bernard Micke
Jarilyn Mulane
Julia & Thomas Nicholas
Mary Nick
Curt & Cheryl Nowlen
Carol Reithel
Ron & Cathy Rotter
Isaac Schlecht
M. Anna Schlecht
Willa Schlecht
Terry & Mary Warfield
Gary Weiss
Steven & Julie Wipperfurth
Anonymous in memory of Annie Schmidt
Ryan Freeberg in honor of Pete Schramm
Dana Johnson & Thomas Waselchuk in memory of Dan Schuffman
William Schwab & Leslie Grant in memory of Bernhard Schwab
Paul & Jane McGann in memory of Helen I. Schwerzler
In memory of Michael Selchert:
Debbie Elmer
Sally Gleason
Colleen McCabe
Mark Olsky
Peter Williams & Sandra Israel in memory of Robert Sessiono
Elyane Juten in honor of Rosalind B. Shapiro

In memory of Grace D. Shaw:
Robert & Pat Fessenden
Susan Fischer
Ariel Ford
Mary Goers
Mary Rouse
Marcia Topel
Louise Goldstein in memory of Betty Shoovers
Holly Schaefer in honor of Michael & Paulette Siebers
Margaret Jensen in memory of Charnan Simon
Anonymous in memory of Lorraine Stoen
Mike Smith in honor of Matthew D. Smith
Walt Disney World Co. in honor of Bob & Suzanne Smith
Dorothy Sorge in memory of Michael Sorge
Timothy Koechel in honor of Shirley Speilman
Raymond Hahne in honor of Meg Stevens
Elizabeth Schultz in memory of Lorraine Stoen
Anne Iwata in memory of Darren Stucker
Michael Verveer in memory of R. Richard Wagner
Patricia Walkington in honor of Bill Walkington
Marie Wartolec in honor of Walter G. Wartolec
Theresa K. Duranso in memory of Paul Werlein
Jonathan Wertz in memory of Fred & Eleanor Wertz

In memory of Melanie J. Wichern:
Abrianna Barca
Beverly Schwartz
Jodel Glaeser
Joy Pfeiffer
Karen Spahr
Nancy Kimsey
Stephanie Gould

In memory of Barbara Williams:
Laurel Kendall
Royce S. Williams
Murray & Susan Katcher in memory of Nancy Williamson
In memory of Sharen Wilson:
Lori Arendt
Kobussen Buses LTD
Frederick Loomis
John & Linda McKeegney
Joanie & H. Scott Roman
Alan & Janet Wilson
Janet Wilson
John & Nancy Woods
Russell Bartlett in honor of Patty Yanke
Megan Miesen in honor of Elizabeth Yost
Jean Plale & Elizabeth Mckenin in memory of Susan J. Young
John Ziegler in honor of Françoise Adja Ziegler & Judy Kay Ziegler

Louise S. Robbins in memory of Orville Robbins
Robert & Constance Roden in honor of Robert M. Roden
In memory of Jane Roeber:
Jill & Cary Bremigan
Telise E. M. Johnson & Roland Berns
John & Norma Magnuson
Susen Schroeder
Sandy & Steve Weber
Larry & Ginny White
John & Susan Wolf
Alice Nagel in memory of Viola Rohner
Michael & Ellen Rosborough in honor of Megan Rosborough
Judy Rosenthal in honor of Sylvia Rosenthal
David Ross in memory of Jane C. Ross
Sarah Joan Ross in honor of Ian Ross
Raymond Rung in memory of Ursula Rung
Ruth Saecker in memory of Ursula Rung
Lawrence Sallee in memory of Margaret L. Saecker
Andy LeBeau in honor of Amy Sampson
Carol Sawyer in memory of Scott L. Sawyer
In memory of Noeleen Schaefer:
Annie Siebers
Michael & Paulette Siebers
Jay Huemmer in memory of Shirley Ann Schara
Edwina Scharnke in memory of Robert Scharnke
Nancy Keiser in memory of Shirley G. Schildkraut

In memory of Grace D. Shaw:
Robert & Pat Fessenden
Susan Fischer
Ariel Ford
Mary Goers
Mary Rouse
Marcia Topel
Louise Goldstein in memory of Betty Shoovers
Holly Schaefer in honor of Michael & Paulette Siebers
Margaret Jensen in memory of Charnan Simon
Anonymous in memory of Lorraine Stoen
Mike Smith in honor of Matthew D. Smith
Walt Disney World Co. in honor of Bob & Suzanne Smith
Dorothy Sorge in memory of Michael Sorge
Timothy Koechel in honor of Shirley Speilman
Raymond Hahne in honor of Meg Stevens
Elizabeth Schultz in memory of Lorraine Stoen
Anne Iwata in memory of Darren Stucker
Michael Verveer in memory of R. Richard Wagner
Patricia Walkington in honor of Bill Walkington
Marie Wartolec in honor of Walter G. Wartolec
Theresa K. Duranso in memory of Paul Werlein
Jonathan Wertz in memory of Fred & Eleanor Wertz

In memory of Melanie J. Wichern:
Abrianna Barca
Beverly Schwartz
Jodel Glaeser
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Karen Spahr
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Lawrence Sallee in memory of Margaret L. Saecker
Andy LeBeau in honor of Amy Sampson
Carol Sawyer in memory of Scott L. Sawyer
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Edwina Scharnke in memory of Robert Scharnke
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Sandy & Steve Weber
Larry & Ginny White
John & Susan Wolf
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Michael & Ellen Rosborough in honor of Megan Rosborough
Judy Rosenthal in honor of Sylvia Rosenthal
David Ross in memory of Jane C. Ross
Sarah Joan Ross in honor of Ian Ross
Raymond Rung in memory of Ursula Rung
Ruth Saecker in memory of Ursula Rung
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Andy LeBeau in honor of Amy Sampson
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Margaret Jensen in memory of Charnan Simon
Anonymous in memory of Lorraine Stoen
Mike Smith in honor of Matthew D. Smith
Walt Disney World Co. in honor of Bob & Suzanne Smith
Dorothy Sorge in memory of Michael Sorge
Timothy Koechel in honor of Shirley Speilman
Raymond Hahne in honor of Meg Stevens
Elizabeth Schultz in memory of Lorraine Stoen
Anne Iwata in memory of Darren Stucker
Michael Verveer in memory of R. Richard Wagner
Patricia Walkington in honor of Bill Walkington
Marie Wartolec in honor of Walter G. Wartolec
Theresa K. Duranso in memory of Paul Werlein
Jonathan Wertz in memory of Fred & Eleanor Wertz

In memory of Melanie J. Wichern:
Abrianna Barca
Beverly Schwartz
Jodel Glaeser
Joy Pfeiffer
Karen Spahr
Nancy Kimsey
Stephanie Gould

In memory of Barbara Williams:
Laurel Kendall
Royce S. Williams
Murray & Susan Katcher in memory of Nancy Williamson
In memory of Sharen Wilson:
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Kobussen Buses LTD
Frederick Loomis
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Founded in 2012, the society includes all who plan to leave or have left the foundation a gift, such as a bequests, charitable gift annuity, stock or life insurance.

Anonymous (4)
Beverly Brager*
James Cain* & Miriam Simmons
Richard Chandler
Ted & Barbara Crabb
Tom DeChant
Norma Denbrook
Ellen Esser*
Albert Friedman & Susan Tikalsky
Eve Galanter
Dick Goldberg
Leo Groth*
Edyth Harb*
Melinda Heinritz
Lorraine Heise*
Anne Iwata and Darren Stucker Fund
Patricia Jacobson*
Susan Jensen
Judy Kimball
Donald Kliese & Nancy Gettys
Mary C. Knapp
Roland J. Krogstad
Barbara Leuthner
Stu Levitan
Robert Lewin
Richard Linster*
Anne Lucke
Jack Lussier*
Barb McCarthy
Nancy A. McGill
Alvin* & Ruth Mohaupt*
Geri Naymick
Porter O’Neill
Sue Poulette
Robert Ritger*
Delores Robillard
Jennifer A. Rodis
Carol Rounds
Helen Rupp*
Tanya Salman
Barbara Samuel
Ellyn Satter
Beverly Schluenz*
Dana Schreiber
Carol Schroeder
Melissa & Eli Selinger
Grace Shaw*
Elizabeth Shema*
Stephanie Smith
Guy & Eileen Somers
Richard Sweet*
Susan L. Titus
Linda S. VandenBerg*
Cheryl Rosen Weston*
Tripp & Nancy Widder
Barbara Williams*
Mary Jane Wiseman
Kathleen Wolt
Frances & George Wood*
Rose A. Zerwick*

* deceased

We’re extremely grateful to those who shared their time and talents to benefit our organization.

Board of Directors
Allen Arntsen
Ron Bote
Ryan Browne
Heather Clefisch
Sheila Conroy
Ariel Ford
Eve Galanter
Libby Gerds
Noel Goeddel
Jeanne Grist
Joe Hankey
Jennifer Hannon
Nathan Houdek
Chris Hughes
Christopher Jaye
Tom Kuplic
Kathy Michaels
Aaron Olver
Jillana Peterson
Phil Plourd
Rajesh Rajaraman
Francesca Rodriguez
Tanya Salman
Gene Williams
Susie Young

Lunch for Libraries Committee
Barbara McCarthy, Co-Chair
Tanya Salman, Co-Chair
Linda Berman
Sarah Brenden
Connie Clune
Eve Galanter
Libby Gerds
Susan Goodwin
Nancy Latta
Eliza Rosenberry
Susan “Cookie” Tikalsky
Chelsea Zielke

Other Committee Members
Allen Arntsen
State Rep. Samba Baldeh
Kathryn Barney
Joe Bazylko

Abbey Bernstein
Tom Burton
JP Croake
Tom DeChant
Chad Hopper
Leigh Meyers
Rachel Miller
Ryan Mueller
John Pinzl
Erika Tribuzi
Grace Wall
Marissa Young
Chelsea Zielke

Ex Libris Committee
Ryan Browne, Co-Chair
Erin Hampe, Co-Chair
Nathan Houdek, Co-Chair
Barbara Arnold
Kathryn Barney
Clint Bauch
Zach Bemis

Byron Bishop
David Bolitho
Jeremy Cesarec
Rick Chandler
Joe Clausius
Tom DeChant
Brigid Elliott-Boger
Betsy Erickson
Ariel Ford
Gary Halverson
Dana Hatch
Marnie Hulan
Mattie Isaac
John McDermott
Ray Mendez
Oscar Mireles
Laura Murray
Leigh Myers
John Pinzl
Meg Prestigiacomo
Morgan Ramaker
Rita Mae Reese
Jessica Schwantes
Matt Shefchik
Andrea Shiu
Laura Skilton Verhoff
Michelle Szabrowicz
Grace Wall
Cassidy Wartenweiler
Mike Wygocki
Jessica Yehle
Arun Yethiraj

VOLUNTEERS
Wisconsin Book Festival

AMBASSADORS
Laura Bird
Erica Gehrig
Marnie Hulan
Eliza Rosenberry
Leah Sandholm

VOLUNTEERS
Sarah Day
Samantha Garlock
Ramona Gasper
Steven Hackbarth
Debora Hoard
Kylie Holland
Olivia McGovern
Angela Mikkelson
Cynthia Schuster

Ex Libris

VOLUNTEERS
Victor Alexander
Brian Andersen
Kim Bravo
Margaret Breen
Alex Brzeszkiewicz
Bonnie Chang
Caroline Chen
Gina Chirichella
Adrienne Chung
Irena Clarkowski
Laura Fernandez
Wynn Ferrier
Nick Frey
Jennifer Hannon
Jaime Healy-Plotkin
Madison Hoffman
Emily Houtler
Brad Hubele
Hannah Hubele
Chloe Jen
Andrea Kuhn
Steve Kuhn
Tom Kuplic

Jacob Landsberg
Isabelle Leventhal
Ashcon Livingston
Tina Marie Maes
Lukas Matthews
Adam Mertz
David Michaelis
Kathy Michaelis
Jack Morgan
Ciara Omerik
Laura Aguilar Omerik
Seema Rezai
Ben Ringle
Elizabeth Ringle
Dominic Sanchez
Ann Sarnecki
Kayla Schmidt
Anne Schoenemann
Cru Stubley
Hayato Takahashi
Angel Tang
Christina Towne
Jessica Wagner
Jane Wolking
Jaclyn Zavoral

We Read outreach programming in Mural Alley

Madison Public Library locations

ALICIA ASHMAN LIBRARY
733 North High Point Road
608.824.1780

HAWTHORNE LIBRARY
2707 E. Washington Ave.
608.246.4548

MONROE STREET LIBRARY
1705 Monroe Street
608.266.6390

CENTRAL LIBRARY
201 W. Mifflin Street
608.266.6300

LAKEVIEW LIBRARY
2845 N. Sherman Ave.
608.266.4547

MEADOWRIDGE LIBRARY
5726 Raymond Road
608.288.6160

GOODMAN SOUTH MADISON LIBRARY
2222 S. Park Street
608.266.6395

SEQUOYA LIBRARY
4340 Tokay Blvd.
608.266.6385

Madison Public Library locations
Get In Touch

About the Illustrator
T.L. Luke (she/they) is an illustrator and muralist based in Madison. Inspired by memories from her childhood growing up in the middle of the Kettle Moraine State Forest, her comic-like illustrations whimsically depict lone girls with their animal companions, adventuring the great unknowns. Madison locals can find her selling original prints, shirts and more every summer at the Dane County Farmers Market.

Design by Georgia Rucker